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EXTRAORDINARY  
KITCHENWARE

We are Dutchdeluxes. Passionate about 

fashion and cuisine. Founded in 2013, and 

creating contemporary and extraordinary 

kitchenware ever since. Our products are 

created with passion and produced with 

care. Our collections fit in both residential 

and hospitality environments. We love 

celebrating life with friends and family, 

creating unforgettable moments in and 

around the dining table! 

 

Team Dutchdeluxes
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NEW CERAMICS
PUT IT IN A BOWL  
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NEW CERAMICS
PUT IT IN A BOWL  

Black matt, medium
BOC-DBM-BM

555961

White, medium
BOC-DBM-W

555923

Platinum, medium
BOC-DBM-P

555947

Black matt, large
BOC-DBL-BM

554049

White, large
BOC-DBL-W

555985

Platinum, large
BOC-DBL-P

554001

Dented bowls
Serving you hot 
and cold  

Our new dented bowls: The perfect addition to the 
iconic Dented Series of our tabletop collection. 
Enjoy your salad, cereals or poke bowl in style. The 
organic shape enhances the grip for those soup 
and noodles ‘slurpers’ as the bowl sits perfectly in 
your hands. The medium bowl holds 500ml, and 
the large bowl holds 800ml, when not even fi lled 
to the brim. The dented bowls are dishwasher, 
microwave, and oven safe and are stackable for 
easy storage. They come in a set of two, packed in 
a stylish gift box.

•  Available in 3 sophisticated colours: White, 
Platinum, and Black matt.

•  Available in 2 sizes; medium (500ml) and 
large (800ml).

• Made of natural ceramic.
•  Handmade: each piece is unique and can slightly 

differ in shape and colour.
• Fire-hardened at 1100 ºC.
• Oven, microwave, and dishwasher safe.
• Multifunctional & easy to clean.
• They come in a set of two.



NEW LEATHER 
KEEP IT COOL 
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Wine coolers
Wine and 
champagne alike 

Keep your wine or champagne chilled in our 
stylish, leather wine cooler. The universal size 
makes it suitable for both wine and champagne 
bottles. Made of full grain REACH certifi ed leather, 
with a thermic inner liner that is 100% waterproof. 
The cooler is packed in a luxurious dust bag 
making it the perfect gift, for a friend or yourself. 
An eye catcher on every table!

•  Available in 3 colours: Classic black, 
Classic brown, and Pearly rose.

•  100% Full grain leather with REACH certifi cate – 
free from harmful chemicals.

• With thermic inner line that is 100% waterproof.
• Packed in a luxurious dust bag.

NEW LEATHER 
KEEP IT COOL 

Classic black
WC-L-BL
554063

Classic brown 
WC-L-CB
554087

Pearly rose 
WC-L-PR
554100



NEW LEATHER 
IT’S A WRAP 
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NEW LEATHER 
IT’S A WRAP 

Napkin rings 
For napkins that 
love a party

The fi nishing touch to your well-dressed dining 
table: a unique leather napkin ring wrapped 
around your guests’ napkins. They are the perfect 
match, as they pair seamlessly with our other 
tabletop products such as the breadbasket and 
placemats. Made of a unique piece of thick, full 
grain leather they look and feel rich and are 
sustainable at the same time. 

They come in a set of four, in the colours vintage 
cognac, vintage brown and vintage black and are 
packed in a stylish gift box.

•  Available in 3 sophisticated colours: Vintage 
cognac, Vintage brown, and Vintage black.

•  100% Full grain leather with REACH certifi cate – 
free from harmful chemicals.

• Round design, to wrap your napkins in style.
• Set of 4, packed in a stylish gift box.

Vintage black 
NRR-L-VBL

554223

Vintage cognac 
NRR-L-VC

554186

Vintage brown 
NRR-L-VB

554209



F A S H I O N A B L E  K I T C H E N W A R E

NEW LEATHER
DRESS FOR THE OCCASION 
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NEW LEATHER
DRESS FOR THE OCCASION 

Classic black
AA-FPL-SF-BL

554124

Classic brown 
AA-FPL-SF-CB

554148

Pearly rose 
AA-FPL-SF-PR

554162

Five pockets apron
Full grain leather 

Based on the design of your favourite jeans, this 
new Five pockets apron embodies the ultimate 
Dutchdeluxes design. Combining fashion and 
cuisine as never seen before!

THE FIT
This slimmer style has a more fitted look, achieved
with the rounded neckline, slimmer side panels,
and a shorter length. The cords can be used to tie
the apron at the front or back.

FIVE POCKETS
The five pockets refer to the design of your 
favourite jeans: two smaller ones in the front and 
two large, comfortable ones on the side. Including 
the famous small watch pocket with embroidered 
crown logo.

LEATHER
Made of 100% full grain draping leather and 
finished with a transparent water-repellent coating. 
Create a leather dress by tying the straps in front 
and wear it all night long while being fully 
protected during cooking. 

•  Available in three colours: Classic black, Classic 
brown, and Pearly rose.

•  100% full grain leather with REACH certificate –  
free from harmful chemicals.

•  Finished with water-repellent coating, which is 
very easy to clean with a damp towel.

•  Finished with brass rivets, buttons and very 
comfortable straps.

•  Regular use and passage of time will create a 
patina, which makes the leather even more 
beautiful by using.

• Packed in a stylish gift box.
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CERAMICS
FASHIONABLY SERVING YOU 
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Dented jug  
From water to wine
True beauty needs imperfection. Although modest 
by nature, this all-ceramic jug will capture the 
attention with its subtle dents. More importantly it 
will serve your water, wine and juices in the most 
fashionable way. A true beauty in every setting.  

The complete ceramic line of Dutchdeluxes items 
is designed to complement each other in all 
shapes and colours.  
 
•  Available in 4 sophisticated colours: Black matt, 

White, Platinum, and Platinum matt.
• Made of natural ceramic.
•  Handmade: each piece is unique and can slightly 

differ in shape and colour.
• Fire-hardened at 1100 °C.
• Oven-, microwave, and dishwasher safe.
• Multifunctional & easy to clean.
•  Combines perfectly with our Dented Cups  

and Mugs.
 
Our Dented jug holds 2,5 litre. 

Platinum
CAC-DJ-P 

551567

Platinum matt
CAC-DJ-PM*

551581

Black matt
CAC-DJ-BM

555480

White
CAC-DJ-W

551543

CERAMICS
FASHIONABLY SERVING YOU 

*Until end of stock



CERAMICS
FASHIONABLY SERVING YOU 
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Dented jug - 
medium  
From water to wine
This smaller version of our existing large carafe is 
perfect in its imperfection. Although modest by 
nature, this all-ceramic jug will capture the 
attention with its subtle dents. More importantly it 
will serve your water, wine and juices in the most 
fashionable way. A true beauty in every setting. 

The complete ceramic line of Dutchdeluxes items 
is designed to complement each other in all 
shapes and colours.  

•  Available in 3 sophisticated colours: Black matt, 
White, and Platinum. 

• Made of natural ceramic.
•  Handmade: each piece is unique and can slightly 

differ in shape and colour.
• Fire-hardened at 1100 °C.
• Oven-, microwave, and dishwasher safe.
• Multifunctional & easy to clean.
• Fits in the door of your fridge.
•  Combines perfectly with our Dented Cups 

and Mugs.

Our medium Dented jug holds 750 ml. 

Platinum
CAC-DJM-P

555541

 Black matt
CAC-DJM-BM

555589

White
CAC-DJM-W

555527

CERAMICS
FASHIONABLY SERVING YOU 



CERAMICS
BEAUTY IS IN YOUR HANDS 
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Dented cups 
and mugs
Serving you hot 
and cold 
Meet our new dented cups and mugs, that 
perfectly match with our iconic dented jugs 
(medium or large). The organic shape enhances 
the grip and drinking comfort as the cup sits 
perfectly in your hand. Enjoy your water or juice 
from our new cups or use them for your 
morning espresso. Even wine will taste good 
from these beauties!  

For a foamy latte or cappuccino, go for the 
matching mug with its typical dented shape. 
Those who like their coffee large - and tea 
lovers alike - will appreciate this mug full(y).  

The complete ceramic line of Dutchdeluxes 
items is designed to complete each other in all 
shapes and colours. 

•  Available in 3 sophisticated colours: 
Black matt, White, and Platinum.

• Made of natural ceramic.
•  Handmade: each piece is unique and can 

slightly differ in shape and colour.
• Fire-hardened at 1100 °C.
• Oven, microwave, and dishwasher safe.
• Multifunctional & easy to clean.
• Combines perfectly with our Dented jugs.

Our Dented cup (130 ml) and Dented mug
(300 ml) come in sets of 4.

CERAMICS
BEAUTY IS IN YOUR HANDS 

Platinum
CUC-DC-P

555701

White
CUC-DC-W

555688

White
MUC-DM-W

555602

Platinum
MUC-DM-P

555626

Black matt
CUC-DC-BM

555749

Black matt
MUC-DM-BM

555664

DENTED CUPS DENTED MUGS



CERAMICS
ORGANISE YOUR WORKTOP IN STYLE
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Dented crock
Utensil holders 
Keep all your kitchen tools in place and at hand 
with this handcrafted utensil holder. A trusted 
and remarkable easy way for true kitchen 
organization. Dutchdeluxes redefi nes ceramic 
appearance with this stylish, robust and dented 
design. Clear up your worktop and turn those 
unwillingly utensils into a bouquet of handiness. 

•  Available in 4 sophisticated colours: Black 
matt, White, Platinum, and Platinum matt. 

• Made of natural ceramic.
•  Handmade: each piece is unique and can 

slightly differ in shape and colour.
• Fire-hardened at 1100 ºC.
• Dishwasher safe.
• Multifunctional & easy to clean.

Our Dented crock measures
Ø 14,5 x H 19 cm.

White
UHC-DC-W

551604

 Black matt
UHC-DC-BM

555503

Platinum
UHC-DC-P

551628

Platinum matt
UHC-DC-PM*

551642

CERAMICS
ORGANISE YOUR WORKTOP IN STYLE

*Until end of stock



CERAMICS
MULTI-TALENTED BEAUTY 
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Black matt
APC-SRC-BM

555404

Spoon rests &
Appetizer plates
Two in one
Keep your worktop stylishly clean with this organic 
shaped spoon rest. Designed to have an easy grip 
on your utensil as it rests on the plate. Or use it as 
an appetizer plate, serving delicious appetizers to 
your guests on this plate and make your table look 
stunning! 

•  Available in 4 sophisticated colours: Black matt, 
White, Platinum, and Platinum matt.

• Made of natural ceramic.
•  Handmade: each piece is unique and can slightly 

differ in shape and colour.
• Fire-hardened at 1100 °C.
• Oven, microwave and dishwasher safe.
• Easy to clean.
•  Multifunctional to be used as spoon rest while 

cooking or as a plate to serve appetizers.
• Combines perfectly with our Lola & Ted plates.

Our Spoon rest / Appetizer plate measures
15,5 x 20 cm.

White
APC-SRC-W

553820

Platinum
APC-SRC-P

553905

Platinum matt
APC-SRC-PM*

553868

CERAMICS
MULTI-TALENTED BEAUTY 

*Until end of stock



CERAMICS
LEVEL UP YOUR PRESENTATION 
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White
4-BPC-L-W 

551345

White
4-BPC-T-W

551444

Platinum
4-BPC-L-P 

551383

Platinum
4-BPC-T-P

551482

Black matt
4-BPC-L-BM 

551420

Black matt
4-BPC-T-BM

551529

Board plates &
Dinner plates 
Lola and Ted  
Who needs round or square when it can be 
organically shaped? The Dutchdeluxes Lola and 
Ted plates dare to be different.  

Whether you use them for everyday meals or 
distinguished plates of cheese, sushi or hors 
d’oeuvres. Our beautiful organic ceramics 
promise to deliver an outstanding presentation, 
always. 

•  Available in 3 sophisticated colours:  
Black matt, White, and Platinum.

• Made of natural ceramic.
•  Handmade: each piece is unique and can 

slightly differ in shape and colour.
• Fire-hardened at 1100 ºC.
• Oven, microwave and dishwasher safe.
• Multifunctional & easy to clean.
 
Our Board plate Lola measures 28 x 23,5 cm.
Our Board plate Ted measures 31 x 22 cm.

CERAMICS
LEVEL UP YOUR PRESENTATION 

BOARD PLATE LOLA BOARD PLATE TED



CERAMICS
GO BIG WITH YOUR PLATING 
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XL board plates 
Present in style 
Setting the table becomes a pleasure mixing and 
matching our ceramic board plates. Going all 
black, combining it with platinum colours to stand 
out even more or go for sophisticated whites.  
This new extra large board plate will easily feature 
as the centrepiece of your table. Or use it to serve 
a meal or to set a stylish table using it as a charger 
for our smaller Ted and Lola plates.  

The complete ceramic line of Dutchdeluxes items 
is designed to complete each other in all shapes 
and colours.  

•  Available in 3 sophisticated colours: Black matt, 
White, and Platinum.

• Made of natural ceramic.
•  Handmade: each piece is unique and can slightly 

differ in shape and colour.
• Fire-hardened at 1100 °C.
• Oven, microwave, and dishwasher safe.
• Multifunctional & easy to clean.
• Combines perfectly with our Lola & Ted plates.

Our Board plate XL measures 33,5 cm x 28 cm.

CERAMICS
GO BIG WITH YOUR PLATING 

Black matt
PC-XL-BM

555381

Platinum
PC-XL-P
555343

White
PC-XL-W
555329



CERAMICS
FOR FOOD THAT DESERVES A STAGE
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Black matt, small
FSC-S-BM

555442

White, small
FSC-S-W
551161

Platinum matt, small
FSC-S-PM*

551284

Platinum, small
FSC-S-P
551222

Food stands 
A stage for your 
creations   
Tapas, chocolate cake, even your fresh fruits 
earn a stage! Level up your presentation with 
our ceramic food stands.  

Go for a matt or shiny fi nish and a colour that 
fi ts your style of table setting. With three sizes 
you will always have a stand that suits your 
needs.  

The base provides stability and the ceramic will 
serve like a catwalk for your kitchen creations. 

•  Available in 4 sophisticated colours: Black 
matt, White, Platinum, and Platinum matt. 

• Available in 3 sizes (S, M, L).
• Made of natural ceramic.
•  Handmade: each piece is unique and can 

slightly differ in shape and colour.
• Fire-hardened at 1100 ºC.
• Oven, microwave, and dishwasher safe.
• Multifunctional & easy to clean.

Our ceramic Food stands measure:
small Ø 20 x H 7 cm,
medium Ø 25 x H 11 cm,
large Ø 32 x H 9 cm.

Black matt, small
FSC-S-BM

Platinum matt, large
FSC-L-PM*

551321

Platinum, large
FSC-L-P
551260

Black matt, large
FSC-L-BM

555428

White, large
FSC-L-W
551208

Black matt, medium
FSC-M-BM

555466

White, medium
FSC-M-W
551185

Platinum matt, medium
FSC-M-PM*

551307

Platinum, medium
FSC-M-P
551246

CERAMICS
FOR FOOD THAT DESERVES A STAGE

*Until end of stock



CERAMICS
A STYLISH STEW OR ROAST ON THE TABLE
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Oven dishes
With integrated 
cork coaster 
This new series of oven dishes add that extra class 
to your recipes! Share your gratin, stew or lasagne 
with guests out of the large oven dish or cook 
single servings per person using the small oven 
dish. We have three sizes to choose from and to 
suit your recipes.  

And on top of that, we have included some handy 
details. Every oven dish comes with a matching lid 
and a matching natural cork coaster. When all 
combined together, you can store the dishes on 
top of each other safely as the cork coaster 
protects the lids.   

Ready to serve your delicious food? You can place 
the oven dish on the table using the natural cork 
coaster to protect your table.  

•  Available in 2 sophisticated colours: Black matt & 
Platinum matt.

• Available in 3 sizes (S, M, L).
• Made of natural ceramic.
•  Handmade: each piece is unique and can slightly 

differ in shape and colour.
• Fire-hardened at 1100 °C.
• Oven, microwave and dishwasher safe.
• Multifunctional & easy to clean.
• Including a lid to roast or stew.
• Including a natural cork coaster.

Our ceramic Oven dishes measure:
small 20 x 13,5 x 8,5 cm,
medium 27 x 24 x 10 cm,
large 35 x 23,5 x 10,5 cm.

Black matt, medium
ODC-RM-BM

553684

Platinum matt, medium
ODC-RM-PM*

553745

Black matt, small 
ODC-RS-BM

553028

Platinum matt, small
ODC-RS-PM*

553363

Black matt, large 
ODC-RL-BM

553783

Platinum matt, large
ODC-RL-PM*

553806

CERAMICS
A STYLISH STEW OR ROAST ON THE TABLE

*Until end of stock
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WOOD
STIRRING, SKIMMING AND SERVING WITH SHINY TOOLS
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Wooden  
utensils
Strong and soft
Chefs around the world know that wood is good 
for cooking. It’s strong, safe and soft. It can handle 
extreme temperatures and doesn’t scratch your 
beloved pots and pans.  

That’s why we bring a collection of your all-time 
favourite utensils. Spoons, skimmers and spatulas 
made out of 100% solid and shiny Acacia. 
 
• Available in 8 variations or as a set.
• 100% solid Acacia wood.
• Hand wash only, not dishwasher proof.
•  Wood will slide and not scratch the surface  

of your cookware.
•  It has a high heat tolerance and won’t melt  

or deform.
•  Two of the utensils have a tasting part,  

so you can taste the dishes while cooking. 

WOOD
STIRRING, SKIMMING AND SERVING WITH SHINY TOOLS

SET OF 8 
WOODEN UTENSILS

WUA-SET-8
555084

SKIMMER 
SPOON XL

WUA-SK-SPO-XL
553509

34,5x11 cm

SPATULA & 
TASTING PART 

WUA-SPA-TP
553561

33,5x7 cm

SKIMMER 
SPOON

WUA-SK-SPO
553448

30,5x7,8 cm

SKIMMER 
SPATULA XL

WUA-SK-SPA-XL
553486

34,5x9 cm

SPOON & 
TASTING PART
WUA-SPO-TP

553462  
33,5x7,8 cm

SKIMMER 
SPATULA

WUA-SK-SPA
553523

31,1x 7 cm

SHOVEL 
SPATULA

WUA-SH-SPA
553547 

31,1x7 cm

FOOD 
TONG

WUA-FT 
553585

28,3x7,2 cm



WOODEN BOARDS
FOR BREAKFAST AND OTHER BREAKS
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Breakfast 
boards  
Frame XS
19x21cm

The board Frame XS has the perfect classic 
shape. It is perfect for small breakfast or 
lunch dishes, serve at the table or in bed!   

Frame
19x38cm

The board Frame is the big brother of
the Frame XS. The Frame has a classic look
and looks elegant on all breakfast tables.
An easy way to serve breakfast or lunch.

The boards are:
•  Made of 100% solid oak from France & 

100% solid walnut from North America.
•  Complies with the European Timber 

Regulation.
•  Produced in the Netherlands.
• Finished with beeswax (foodsafe).
• Not dishwasher, microwave & oven proof.
•  More equal look due to the use of wide 

(10 cm) planks, this also keeps our wooden 
boards from warping.

•  With a juice groove on one side of the 
board, to prevent juices/sauces from 
running off the board.

•  Oil the boards once in a while, to keep 
them in optimal condition.

•  We have the perfect mineral Wood oil in 
our assortment. 

WOODEN BOARDS
FOR BREAKFAST AND OTHER BREAKS

*Until end of stock

Solid walnut
BBW-F*
550287

Solid oak
BBO-F*
550201

Solid oak
BBO-FXS*

550188

Solid walnut
BBW-FXS*

550263



WOODEN BOARDS
FOR BREAKFAST AND OTHER BREAKS
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WOODEN BOARDS
FOR BREAKFAST AND OTHER BREAKS

Breakfast 
boards  
Moon
Ø 28cm

The Moon board has a classic round shape. 
This is perfect to serve breakfast or lunch and 
makes your table setting looks stunning.

Oval
26x32cm

The elegant board Oval looks stunning on 
your table. Delight your guests with these 
unique boards.

The boards are:
•  Made of 100% solid oak from France & 

100% solid walnut from North America.
•  Complies with the European Timber 

Regulation.
•  Produced in the Netherlands.
• Finished with beeswax (foodsafe).
• Not dishwasher, microwave & oven proof.
•  More equal look due to the use of wide 

(10 cm) planks, this also keeps our wooden 
boards from warping.

•  With a juice groove on one side of the 
board, to prevent juices/sauces from 
running off the board.

•  Oil the boards once in a while, to keep 
them in optimal condition.

•  We have the perfect mineral Wood oil in 
our assortment. 

Solid oak
BBO-M*
550249

Solid walnut
BBW-M*
550324

*Until end of stock

Solid oak
BBO-O*
550225

Solid walnut
BBW-O*
550300



WOODEN BOARDS
PRESENTING SMALL FOOD WITH GREAT STYLE



Bread boards 
XL Stripe
12x70cm (excl. handle)

The perfect wooden board for tapas and
appetizers. Use the board as a fabulous 
centrepiece for food sharing.  

XL Slim fi t
19x70cm (excl. handle)

Do you have something to celebrate?
Present tapas or pastries on the XL Slim fi t
wooden board. It will make your food look
even more appealing.

The boards are:
•  Made of 100% solid oak from France & 

100% solid walnut from North America.
•  Complies with the European Timber 

Regulation.
• Produced in the Netherlands.
• Finished with beeswax (foodsafe).
• Not dishwasher, microwave & oven proof.
•  More equal look due to the use of wide 

(10 cm) planks, this also keeps our wooden 
boards from warping.

•  With a juice groove on one side of the 
board, to prevent juices/sauces from 
running off the board.

• With a 100% full grain leather strap.
•  Oil the boards once in a while, to keep 

them in optimal condition.
•  We have the perfect mineral Wood oil in 

our assortment. 

Solid oak
BBF

550645

Solid walnut
CBF

550782

Solid oak
BBST

550485

Solid walnut
CBST

550768

Solid oak Solid walnut

47

WOODEN BOARDS
PRESENTING SMALL FOOD WITH GREAT STYLE



WOODEN BOARDS
PRESENTING SMALL FOOD WITH GREAT STYLE
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Solid oak
BBS-XS
550461

Solid walnut
CBS-XS
550744

Solid oak
BBV

550669

Solid walnut
CBV

550805

WOODEN BOARDS
PRESENTING SMALL FOOD WITH GREAT STYLE

Bread boards  
XS Rectangular
34x19cm (excl. handle)

A wooden board with the perfect size for
your breakfast, even to serve in bed. Or just
for your club sandwich during lunchtime.

XL Square
34x39cm (excl. handle)

Present your cheese or sweets on the
sophisticated XL Square. This wooden board
makes it easy to carry your snacks like a
serving tray.

The boards are:
•  Made of 100% solid oak from France & 

100% solid walnut from North America.
•  Complies with the European Timber 

Regulation.
• Produced in the Netherlands.
• Finished with beeswax (foodsafe).
• Not dishwasher, microwave & oven proof.
•  More equal look due to the use of wide 

(10 cm) planks, this also keeps our wooden 
boards from warping.

•  With a juice groove on one side of the 
board, to prevent juices/sauces from 
running off the board.

• With a 100% full grain leather strap.
•  Oil the boards once in a while, to keep 

them in optimal condition.
•  We have the perfect mineral Wood oil in 

our assortment. 



WOODEN BOARDS
PRESENTING SMALL FOOD WITH GREAT STYLE
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Solid oak
BBS

550683

Solid walnut
CBS

550829

Solid oak
BBR

550720

Solid walnut
CBR

550843

WOODEN BOARDS
PRESENTING SMALL FOOD WITH GREAT STYLE

Bread boards  
XL Round
Ø 60cm (excl. handle)

The biggest solid wooden board, a real
eye-catcher! Present different snacks on the
XL Round; cheese, tapas or lunch. Use it
as a chopping board or a beautiful serving 
tray.

XL Rectangular
34x70cm (excl. handle)

A bread board with the perfect size to share
a meal with family and friends. Present your
dish on the XL Rectangular and impress your
dinner guests.

The boards are:
•  Made of 100% solid oak from France & 

100% solid walnut from North America.
•  Complies with the European Timber 

Regulation.
• Produced in the Netherlands.
• Finished with beeswax (foodsafe).
• Not dishwasher, microwave & oven proof.
•  More equal look due to the use of wide 

(10 cm) planks, this also keeps our wooden 
boards from warping.

•  With a juice groove on one side of the 
board, to prevent juices/sauces from 
running off the board.

• With a 100% full grain leather strap.
•  Oil the boards once in a while, to keep 

them in optimal condition.
•  We have the perfect mineral Wood oil in 

our assortment. 



WOODEN BOARDS
PRESENTING SMALL FOOD WITH GREAT STYLE
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Solid smoked oak
BBS-Q
550966

Solid walnut
CBS-Q*
551024

Solid smoked oak
BBV-Q
550942

BBQ boards
XL Square
34x55cm (incl. handle)

The BBQ XL Square is the perfect board for a 
presenting your freshly grilled vegetables,
seafood or meats from the grill. Easy to carry due 
to the handles on both sides.

XL Slim fi t
19x78cm (incl.handle)

The BBQ XL Slim fi t is the perfect board for 
serving your homemade dishes. Prepare and 
present the dishes on the board. Easy to carry due 
to the handles on both sides.

XL Rectangular
34x78cm (incl.handle)

The BBQ XL Rectangular is the perfect board for a 
get-together with friends and family. Prepare and 
present the dishes on the board. Easy to carry due 
to the handles on both sides.

The boards are:
•  Made of 100% solid oak from France & 100% 

solid walnut from North America.
•  Complies with the European Timber Regulation.
• Produced in the Netherlands.
• Finished with beeswax (foodsafe).
• Not dishwasher, microwave & oven proof.
•  More equal look due to the use of wide 

(10 cm) planks, this also keeps our wooden 
boards from warping.

•  With a juice groove on one side of the board, 
to prevent juices/sauces from running off the 
board.

• With a 100% full grain leather strap.
•  Oil the boards once in a while, to keep them in 

optimal condition.
•  We have the perfect mineral Wood oil in our 

assortment. 

Solid smoked oak
BBF-Q
550928

Solid walnut
CBF-Q*
550980

Solid walnut
CBV-Q*
551000

WOODEN BOARDS
PRESENTING SMALL FOOD WITH GREAT STYLE

*Until end of stock
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Food stands 
A stage for your 
creations 
Sweets, sushi or appetizers earn a stage! 
Level up your presentation with our wooden food 
stands. The base provides stability and the 
wooden surface will have your dishes stand out 
like never before. 

• Available in 3 sizes (S, M, L)
•  Made of solid walnut wood from 

North America.
•  Complies with the European Timber 

Regulation.
• Produced in the Netherlands.
• Finished with beeswax.
• Not dishwasher, microwave and oven proof.
• Easy to clean by hand.

Our wooden Food stands measure:
small Ø 20 x H 7 cm,
medium Ø 25 x H 11 cm,
large Ø 32 x H 9 cm.

Bottle Extraordinary Mineral Wood Oil 
BOT-WO

This Mineral Wood Oil is made of the best natural ingredients to
give our wooden products exactly what they need. Oil the product
using a clean cloth, until it is completely drenched. Dry for at least 
20 min. Allow enough time to dry to avoid possible staining. 
Repeat regularly to keep your board in optimum condition.

• Food safe and easy to use.
• Store this oil in a cool place, out of direct sunlight.
• 100 ml

WOOD
FOR FOOD THAT DESERVES A STAGE

Solid walnut, medium
FSW-M*
551123

Solid walnut, large
FSW-L*
551147

Solid walnut, small
FSW-S*
551109

*Until end of stock
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GET A GRIP ON THE HEAT 
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Vintage cognac
OG-V-VC
552281

Vintage grey
OG-V-VG

552267

Vintage brown
OG-V-VB
552243

CLASSIC LEATHER

Oven gloves
Pretty protection
Get a grip on the heat in your kitchen with our 
beautiful leather oven gloves in classic and vintage 
leather. The glove protects your hand while 
handling hot items with its heat resistant lining. 
 
Made of the most supple full grain REACH certified 
leather, these oven gloves will become even more 
beautiful over time. The more you use them, the 
nicer they will look as passage of time will create a 
patina (a soft sheen that develops on the surface of 
the leather as it is a natural product that ages).  
 
•  Available in 5 colours: Classic black, Classic brown, 

Vintage cognac, Vintage brown, and Vintage grey. 
•  100% Full grain leather with REACH certificate –  

free from harmful chemicals.
•  Finished with a dirt-repellent coating, easy to 

clean with a damp cloth.
• Heat resistant lining for protection.
•  Normal use from 180 ºC – 240 ºC  

[350 ºF – 460 ºF].
•  Combines perfectly with our leather aprons in the 

same colours.
• Packed in a stylish gift box.

Classic black
OG-U-BL
552328

Classic brown
OG-U-CB

552304

VINTAGE LEATHER

LEATHER
GET A GRIP ON THE HEAT 
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Leather 
potholders 
Pretty protection
Meet our new full grain REACH certifi ed leather 
potholder that will prevent you from burning your 
hands serving your delicious food.  

Put your hand in the insert for grip and protection. 
Your hands are fully protected by the heat resistant 
lining and to get a better grip, put your hand in the 
insert making it easier to grasp and hold hot pots 
and plates. 

Made of the most supple full grain REACH certifi ed 
leather, these potholders will become even more 
beautiful over time. The more you use them, the 
nicer they will look as passage of time will create a 
patina (a soft sheen that develops on the surface of 
the leather as it is a natural product that ages).  

•  Available in 5 colours: Classic black, Classic brown, 
Vintage brown, Vintage grey, and Vintage cognac. 

•  100% Full grain leather with REACH certifi cate – 
free from harmful chemicals.

•  Finished with a water and dirt-repellent coating, 
easy to clean with a damp cloth.

• Heat resistant lining for protection.
•  Normal use from 180 ºC – 240 ºC

[350 ºF – 460 ºF].
• With integrated insert for your hand.
•  Combines perfectly with our leather aprons 

in the same colours.
• Packed in a stylish gift box.

LEATHER
GET A GRIP ON THE HEAT 

Vintage cognac
PH-L-VC
555862

Vintage grey
PH-L-VG
555848

Vintage brown
PH-L-VB
555824

Classic black
PH-L-BL
555787

Classic brown
PH-L-CB
555800

CLASSIC LEATHER

VINTAGE LEATHER
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Vintage cognac
1-BB-B-VC

552342

Vintage grey
1-BB-B-VG

552380

Vintage brown
1-BB-B-VB

552366

Bread baskets 
Ben
Ben is your trusted but elegant table companion.   
It holds your slices, rolls and buns during 
breakfast, lunch and dinner, with style that is.  
This one-of-a-kind bread basket is made out of 
full-grain leather, with a cotton lining. A truly 
unique way of presenting and enjoying your 
breads. 
 
•  Available in our 3 colours: Vintage cognac, 

Vintage brown, and Vintage grey.
•  100% Full grain leather with REACH certificate –  

free from harmful chemicals.
•  Finished with a water and dirt-repellent coating, 

easy to clean with a damp cloth.
• 100% Cotton lining.
• Packed in a luxurious dust bag. 
 
Our Bread baskets measure Ø 22 x H 15 cm.

LEATHER
PRESENTS YOUR BREADS IN STYLE
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Classic black
4P-CC-BL
552403

Classic brown
4P-CC-CB

552441

Metallic bronze
4P-CC-MB*

552427

Placemats 
Classic or  
patterned 
Set your table in style with these stunning and 
unique leather placemats. Go for leather in Classic 
black, brown or beautiful Metallic bronze. Or stand 
out even more by choosing our patterned leather 
placemats in Vintage cognac or Vintage brown. 
 
•  Full grain leather available in 4 colours: Classic 

black, Classic brown and (patterned) Vintage 
cognac, and Vintage brown.

• Split leather available in: Metallic bronze.
•  REACH certified leather – free from harmful 

chemicals.
• Finished with an all-over dyed coating.
• Easy to clean with a damp sponge or towel.
 
Our Placemats measure 48 x 33 cm.

Coasters 
Classic or 
metallic  
Complete your table setting with these beautiful 
leather coasters. Go for leather in Classic black, 
Classic brown or Metallic bronze.  
 
•  100% Full grain leather (top) 100% split leather 

(bottom) available in Classic black or Classic 
brown. 

• 100% Split leather available in Metallic Bronze. 
•  REACH certified leather – free from harmful 

chemicals.
• Finished with an all-over dyed coating.
•  Easy to clean and clean with a damp sponge or 

towel.
 
Our Coasters come in a set of 4
and measure Ø 10 cm.

LEATHER
STUNNING TABLE SETTING 

Classic brown
PP-RE-CB

552625

Classic black
PP-RE-BL
552588

Metallic bronze
PP-RE-MB*

552601

Vintage cognac
PP-RE-VC*

55256

Vintage brown
PP-RE-VB*

552540

*Until end of stock
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F A S H I O N A B L E  K I T C H E N W A R E

APRONS
FASHION FOR THE KITCHEN! 
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Goldish white | Canvas
AA-FPC-SF-GW*

555206

Goldish black | Canvas
AA-FPC-SF-GB*

555220

*Until end of stock

Sunny yellow | Canvas
AA-FPC-SF-YE*

555886

Peach | Canvas
AA-FPC-SF-PE*

551468

Azure | Canvas
AA-FPC-SF-AZ*

555046

Sand | Canvas
AA-FPC-SF-SA*

555008

Five pockets 
apron
Slim fi t
Based on the fi t of your favourite jeans, this new 
Five pockets apron embodies the ultimate 
Dutchdeluxes design. Combining fashion and 
cuisine as never seen before!

THE FIT
This slimmer style has a more fi tted look, 
achieved with the rounded neckline, slimmer 
side panels, and a shorter length. The extra long 
cords can be used to tie the apron at the front or 
back.

FIVE POCKETS
The placement of the fi ve pockets refers heavily 
to jeans designs: two smaller ones in the front 
and two large, comfortable ones on the side. 
Including the famous small watch pocket with 
embroidered crown logo.

•  Available in 4 happy colours: Sand, Azure, 
Peach and Sunny yellow.

•  Available in 2 festive colours: Goldish black & 
Goldish white.

• Made of 100% organic cotton.
• Slim fi t design. 
• Washable at 40 degrees. Don’t tumble dry.
•  Comes in new packaging, including options to 

hang or stand.

Our Five pockets slim fi t aprons measure
67 x 66 cm (l x w).

APRONS
FASHION FOR THE KITCHEN! 
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Grey - green | Canvas
AA-FPC-SF-GG

555121

Dark blue | Canvas
AA-FPC-SF-DB

555107

Washed indigo | Denim
AA-FPD-SF-WI

555060

Washed grey | Denim
AA-FPD-SF-WG

555145

APRONS
FASHION FOR THE KITCHEN! 

Five pockets 
apron
Slim fi t
Based on the fi t of your favourite jeans, this 
new Five pockets apron embodies the ultimate 
Dutchdeluxes design. Combining fashion and 
cuisine as never seen before!

THE FIT
This slimmer style has a more fi tted look, 
achieved with the rounded neckline, slimmer 
side panels, and a shorter length. The extra long 
cords can be used to tie the apron at the front or 
back.

FIVE POCKETS
The placement of the fi ve pockets refers heavily 
to jeans designs: two smaller ones in the front 
and two large, comfortable ones on the side. 
Including the famous small watch pocket with 
embroidered crown logo.

•  Available in 4 sophisticated colours: Dark blue, 
Grey-green, Washed grey and Washed indigo. 

• Canvas made of 100% organic cotton.
• Denim made of 100% cotton.
• Slim fi t design. 
• Washable at 40 degrees. Don’t tumble dry.
• Never out of stock collection.
•  Packed in a stylish gift box, including options 

to hang or stand.

Our Five pockets slim fi t aprons measure
67 x 66 cm (l x w).



APRONS
FASHION FOR THE KITCHEN! 
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Dark blue | Canvas
AA-FPC-CF-DB

555183

Washed grey | Denim
AA-FPD-CF-WG

555169

Five pockets 
apron
Comfort fit
Based on the fit of your favourite jeans, this new Five
Pockets apron embodies the ultimate
Dutchdeluxes design. Combining fashion and cuisine 
as never seen before!

THE FIT
The comfort style has a wider fit, achieved with
its straight neckline, wider side panels, and a
longer length. The extra long cords can be used to tie 
the apron at the front or back.

FIVE POCKETS
The placement of the five pockets refers heavily to 
jeans designs: two smaller ones in the front and two 
large, comfortable ones on the side. Including the 
famous small watch pocket with embroidered crown 
logo.
 
•  Available in 2 sophisticated colours: Dark blue & 

Washed grey. 
• Canvas made of 100% organic cotton.
• Denim made of 100% cotton.
• Comfort fit design.
• Washable at 40 degrees. Don’t tumble dry.
• Never out of stock collection.
•  Packed in a stylish gift box, including options to 

hang or stand.
 
Our Five pockets comfort fit aprons measure
85 x 69cm (l x w).

APRONS
FASHION FOR THE KITCHEN! 
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Brushed apron
Vintage leather
Our brushed leather apron holds the best of all 
worlds: a unique design, and made of excellent 
REACH certifi ed split leather, brushed to make it 
an extremely comfortable leather apron to wear. 
And with its rugged look, beautiful to look at too.  

The apron has a small pocket on the chest and a 
large pocket in the front for all your small and 
large (kitchen) necessities you want to keep at 
hand. Tie the straps at your back to close the 
apron, adjust the neck band to make it fi t 
perfectly. 

Regular use and time will create a patina, a 
beautiful soft sheen that develops on the surface 
of the leather as it is a natural product that ages.  

•  Available in 2 sophisticated colours: Vintage 
black & Vintage camel. 

•  Made of REACH certifi ed split leather – free 
from harmful chemicals.

• One size fi ts most.
• Very comfortable to wear.
•  Finished with a water and dirt-repellent coating, 

easy to clean with a damp cloth.
• Packed in a stylish gift box.

APRONS
RUGGED BEAUTY

Vintage black
AA-BR-VBL

555015

Vintage camel 
AA-BR-VCA

555763
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Zipper style 
apron 
Comfortable 
leather 
The classic and detailed design of this apron, 
combined with the 100% full grain draping 
leather, makes the Zipper style apron elegant 
and very comfortable to wear.  

The perfect addition to the kitchen or gift for 
everyone with a passion for cuisine and design. 
This apron has a handy small pocket on the chest 
that closes with a zipper. The transparent water-
repellent coating makes it easy to clean with a 
damp cloth. The apron closes with straps on the 
back.   

These leather aprons will become even more 
beautiful over time. The more you use them, the 
nicer they will look as passage of time will create 
a patina (a soft sheen that develops on the 
surface of the leather as it is a natural product 
that ages).  

•  Available in 2 colours: Classic black and 
Classic brown.

•  100% Full grain leather with REACH certifi cate – 
free from harmful chemicals.

• One-size fi ts most.
• Handmade with great care.
•  Finished with a water and dirt-repellent coating, 

easy to clean with a damp cloth.

The Zipper style aprons measure
67,4 x 78,5 cm (l x w).

Classic black 
AA-CL-BL

551765

Classic brown
AA-CL-CB

551741

APRONS
FOR A CLASSIC ELEGANT STYLE WHILE COOKING
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APRONS
THE BOLD AND EDGY BBQ ESSENTIAL

LEATHER APRONS

DENIM & CANVAS APRONS

Vintage grey 
AA-BS-VG

551840

Vintage brown 
AA-BS-VB

551826

Grey-green | Canvas
AA-BSC-GG

551901

Washed grey | Denim
AA-BSD-WG

551925

Dark blue | Canvas
AA-BSC-DB

551888

Vintage cognac 
AA-BS-VC

551864

BBQ style apron
Denim, canvas & 
leather
Our characteristic BBQ style apron is the perfect 
combination of classic and edgy. The BBQ style 
apron has two carabine hooks to keep your 
accessories close and a loop in the waist for a 
towel. Close the apron at the back with a sturdy 
belt buckle closure. For everyone with a passion 
for grilling, cuisine and beautiful details.

DENIM & CANVAS
Every single one has its own unique worn 
washing. Canvas is made of 100% organic cotton 
and denim of 100% cotton. We have added 
classy leather straps and beautiful handy details.

FULL GRAIN LEATHER
Made of 100% full grain REACH certifi ed leather. 
These leather aprons will become even more 
beautiful over time, as passage of time will create 
a patina (a soft sheen that develops on the 
surface of the leather as it is a natural product 
that ages).

•  Available in 6 colours: canvas (Dark blue and 
Grey-green), denim (Washed grey), leather 
(Vintage cognac, Vintage brown, and 
Vintage grey).

•  Canvas & denim: Washable at 40 degrees 
(remove leather straps fi rst). Don’t tumble dry.

•  Leather: Finished with a water and dirt-
repellent coating, easy to clean with a damp 
cloth.

• One size fi ts most.

Our BBQ aprons measure: 
Denim and canvas: 68 x 81 cm (l x w).
Leather: 64,5 x 78,5 cm (l x w).



APRONS
THE FAVOURITE APRON OF MANY HOSPITALITY PROFESSIONALS 
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Vintage cognac
DDLP-SSL-VC

552106

Vintage grey 
DDLP-SSL-VG

552083

Vintage grey 
DDLP-SSL-VG

552083

Vintage cognac Vintage brown
DDLP-SSL-VB

552069

Classic brown
DDLP-SSL-CB

552120

Classic black
DDLP-SSL-BL

552144

LEATHER SUSPENDER APRONS

Suspender 
apron  
Denim & leather
The apron with adjustable suspenders cross back 
and leather straps at your waist. Selected by 
many hospitality professionals and loved by 
everyone with a passion for cuisine and good 
food. 

This apron is super comfortable due to the 
combination of the suspenders and straps 
at your waist.

100% COTTON
Available in 2 denim colours (100% cotton). 
The denim editions are washable at 40 degrees
(prefferably in a laundry bag). Don’t tumble dry.

FULL GRAIN LEATHER
Available in 5 leather variations (full grain REACH 
certifi ed leather). The leather editions are 
fi nished with a water and dirt-repellent coating, 
easy to clean with a damp cloth.

•  Available in 7 colours: denim (Blue and Grey), 
leather (Classic black, Classic brown, Vintage 
cognac, Vintage brown, and Vintage grey).

•  Denim: 100% Cotton. Washable at 40 degrees 
(preferably in a laundry bag). Don’t tumble dry.

•  Leather: 100% Full grain leather with REACH 
certifi cate – free from harmful chemicals. 
Finished with a water and dirt-repellent 
coating, easy to clean with a damp cloth.

• Very comfortable to wear.
• One-size fi ts most.

Our Suspender style aprons measure:
64,5 x 77,1 cm (l x w).

Blue | Denim
DDLP-SSD-BL

552182

DENIM SUSPENDER APRONS

Grey  | Denim
DDLP-SSD-GR

552168

APRONS
THE FAVOURITE APRON OF MANY HOSPITALITY PROFESSIONALS 



BOC-DBM-BM
555961

CAC-DJ-BM
555480

4-APC-SRC-P
553905

4-BPC-L-WG*
551369

FSC-M-P
551246

ODC-RS-BM
553028

BBO-FXS*
550188

BBS-Q
550966

AA-BSC-DB
551888

DDLP-SSL-VB
552069

PH-L-VG
555848

BOC-DBM-W
555923

CAC-DJ-W
551543

4-APC-SRC-PM*
553868

4-BPC-T-BM
551529

FSC-M-PM*
551307

ODC-RS-PM*
553363

BBW-FXS*
550263

BBW-M*
550324

BBS-XS
550461

CBR
550843

CBS-Q*
551024

AA-BSC-GG
551901

DDLP-SSL-VG
552083

PH-L-VC
555862

PP-RE-VC*
552564

BOC-DBM-P
555947

CAC-DJ-P
551567

PC-XL-BM
555114

4-BPC-T-W
551444

FSC-L-BM
555428

ODC-RM-BM
553684

WUA-SK-SPO
553448

AA-FPC-SF-YE*
555039

AA-BS-VC
551864

OG-U-BL
552328

1-BB-B-VC
552342

PP-RE-VB*
552540

BOC-DBL-BM
554049

CAC-DJ-PM*
551581

PC-XL-W
555053

4-BPC-T-P
551482

FSC-L-W
551208

ODC-RM-PM*
553745

WUA-SK-SPA
553523

BBST
550485

CBS-XS
550744

AA-BR-VBL
555015

AA-FPC-SF-PE*
555022

AA-FPD-CF-WG
555169

AA-BS-VB
551826

OG-U-CB
552304

1-BB-B-VB
552366

4P-CC-BL
552403

BOC-DBL-W
555985

UHC-DC-BM
555503

PC-XL-P
555077

4-BPC-T-PM*
551505

FSC-S-BM
555442

FSC-L-P
551260

ODC-RL-BM
553783

WUA-SH-SPA
553547

BBO-O*
550225

CBST
550768

AA-FPC-SF-AZ*
555046

AA-CL-BL
551765

AA-BS-VG
551840

OG-V-VC
552281

1-BB-B-VG
552380

4P-CC-CB
552441

BOC-DBL-P
554001

UHC-DC-W
551604

4-BPC-T-WG*
551468

FSC-S-W
551161

FSC-L-PM*
551321

ODC-RL-PM*
553806

WUA-FT
553585

BBW-O*
550300

BBO-F*
550201

BBV
550669

AA-BR-VCA
555763

AA-FPC-SF-SA*
555008

AA-CL-CB
551741

DDLP-SSD-BL
552182

OG-V-VB
552243

WC-L-BL
554063

4P-CC-MB*
552427

CAC-DJM-BM
555589

UHC-DC-P
551628

4-BPC-L-BM
551420

MUC-DM-BM
555190

FSC-S-P
551222

WUA-SK-SPO-XL
553509

BBV-Q
550942

AA-FPC-SF-DB
555107

AA-FPL-SF-BL
554124

DDLP-SSD-GR
552168

OG-V-VG
552267

WC-L-CB
554087

NRR-L-VBL
554223

CAC-DJM-W
555527

UHC-DC-PM*
551642

4-BPC-L-W
551345

MUC-DM-P
555152

FSC-S-PM*
551284

WUA-SK-SPA-XL
553486

BBW-F*
550287

CBV
550805

CBV-Q*
551000

AA-FPC-SF-GG
555121

AA-FPL-SF-CB
554148

DDLP-SSL-BL
552144

PH-L-BL
555787

WC-L-PR
554100

NRR-L-VC
554186

CAC-DJM-P
555541

APC-SRC-BM
555909

4-BPC-L-P
551383

MUC-DM-P
555152

FSC-M-BM
555466

FSW-S*
551109

WUA-SPA-TP
553561

BBF
550645

BBF-Q
550928

AA-FPD-SF-WG
555145

AA-FPL-SF-PR
554162

DDLP-SSL-CB
552120

PH-L-CB
555800

PP-RE-BL
552588

NRR-L-VB
554209

4-APC-SRC-W
553820

4-BPC-L-PM*
551406

FSC-M-W
551185

FSW-M*
551123

WUA-SPO-TP
553462

WUA-SET-8
555084

BBO-M*
550249

CBF
550782

BBR
550720

CBF-Q*
550980

AA-FPD-SF-WI
555060

AA-BSD-WG
551925

DDLP-SSL-VC
552106

PH-L-VB
555824

PP-RE-CB
552625

BOT-WO
554247

CUC-DC-BM
555275

CUC-DC-W
555213

CUC-DC-P
555237

FSW-L*
551147

BBS
550683

CBS
550829

AA-FPC-SF-GB*
555220

AA-FPC-SF-GW*
555206

AA-FPC-CF-DB
555183

PP-RE-MB*
552601
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BOC-DBM-BM
555961

CAC-DJ-BM
555480

4-APC-SRC-P
553905

4-BPC-L-WG*
551369

FSC-M-P
551246

ODC-RS-BM
553028

BBO-FXS*
550188

BBS-Q
550966

AA-BSC-DB
551888

DDLP-SSL-VB
552069

PH-L-VG
555848

BOC-DBM-W
555923

CAC-DJ-W
551543

4-APC-SRC-PM*
553868

4-BPC-T-BM
551529

FSC-M-PM*
551307

ODC-RS-PM*
553363

BBW-FXS*
550263

BBW-M*
550324

BBS-XS
550461

CBR
550843

CBS-Q*
551024

AA-BSC-GG
551901

DDLP-SSL-VG
552083

PH-L-VC
555862

PP-RE-VC*
552564

BOC-DBM-P
555947

CAC-DJ-P
551567

PC-XL-BM
555114

4-BPC-T-W
551444

FSC-L-BM
555428

ODC-RM-BM
553684

WUA-SK-SPO
553448

AA-FPC-SF-YE*
555039

AA-BS-VC
551864

OG-U-BL
552328

1-BB-B-VC
552342

PP-RE-VB*
552540

BOC-DBL-BM
554049

CAC-DJ-PM*
551581

PC-XL-W
555053

4-BPC-T-P
551482

FSC-L-W
551208

ODC-RM-PM*
553745

WUA-SK-SPA
553523

BBST
550485

CBS-XS
550744

AA-BR-VBL
555015

AA-FPC-SF-PE*
555022

AA-FPD-CF-WG
555169

AA-BS-VB
551826

OG-U-CB
552304

1-BB-B-VB
552366

4P-CC-BL
552403

BOC-DBL-W
555985

UHC-DC-BM
555503

PC-XL-P
555077

4-BPC-T-PM*
551505

FSC-S-BM
555442

FSC-L-P
551260

ODC-RL-BM
553783

WUA-SH-SPA
553547

BBO-O*
550225

CBST
550768

AA-FPC-SF-AZ*
555046

AA-CL-BL
551765

AA-BS-VG
551840

OG-V-VC
552281

1-BB-B-VG
552380

4P-CC-CB
552441

BOC-DBL-P
554001

UHC-DC-W
551604

4-BPC-T-WG*
551468

FSC-S-W
551161

FSC-L-PM*
551321

ODC-RL-PM*
553806

WUA-FT
553585

BBW-O*
550300

BBO-F*
550201

BBV
550669

AA-BR-VCA
555763

AA-FPC-SF-SA*
555008

AA-CL-CB
551741

DDLP-SSD-BL
552182

OG-V-VB
552243

WC-L-BL
554063

4P-CC-MB*
552427

CAC-DJM-BM
555589

UHC-DC-P
551628

4-BPC-L-BM
551420

MUC-DM-BM
555190

FSC-S-P
551222

WUA-SK-SPO-XL
553509

BBV-Q
550942

AA-FPC-SF-DB
555107

AA-FPL-SF-BL
554124

DDLP-SSD-GR
552168

OG-V-VG
552267

WC-L-CB
554087

NRR-L-VBL
554223

CAC-DJM-W
555527

UHC-DC-PM*
551642

4-BPC-L-W
551345

MUC-DM-P
555152

FSC-S-PM*
551284

WUA-SK-SPA-XL
553486

BBW-F*
550287

CBV
550805

CBV-Q*
551000

AA-FPC-SF-GG
555121

AA-FPL-SF-CB
554148

DDLP-SSL-BL
552144

PH-L-BL
555787

WC-L-PR
554100

NRR-L-VC
554186

CAC-DJM-P
555541

APC-SRC-BM
555909

4-BPC-L-P
551383

MUC-DM-P
555152

FSC-M-BM
555466

FSW-S*
551109

WUA-SPA-TP
553561

BBF
550645

BBF-Q
550928

AA-FPD-SF-WG
555145

AA-FPL-SF-PR
554162

DDLP-SSL-CB
552120

PH-L-CB
555800

PP-RE-BL
552588

NRR-L-VB
554209

4-APC-SRC-W
553820

4-BPC-L-PM*
551406

FSC-M-W
551185

FSW-M*
551123

WUA-SPO-TP
553462

WUA-SET-8
555084

BBO-M*
550249

CBF
550782

BBR
550720

CBF-Q*
550980

AA-FPD-SF-WI
555060

AA-BSD-WG
551925

DDLP-SSL-VC
552106

PH-L-VB
555824

PP-RE-CB
552625

BOT-WO
554247

CUC-DC-BM
555275

CUC-DC-W
555213

CUC-DC-P
555237

FSW-L*
551147

BBS
550683

CBS
550829

AA-FPC-SF-GB*
555220

AA-FPC-SF-GW*
555206

AA-FPC-CF-DB
555183

PP-RE-MB*
552601
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Enhance your exclusivity with customized products. We can personalise all 
our leather and wooden products with your name, logo, or image. 

HOSPITALITY-PROOF
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Leenderweg 182, 5555 CJ Valkenswaard, The Netherlands
0031 40 211 82 64 , info@dutchdeluxes.com

dutchdeluxes.com


